The Inquiry Institute invites you to a high-impact workshop

Change Your Questions, Change Your Life
Powerful Tools for Life and Work
Marilee Adams, Ph.D.
Author of the bestselling book, Change Your Questions, Change Your Life
You can literally change your life—and your results—by changing the questions you ask
yourself and others. This high-impact skill can make a transformational difference
everywhere it is applied, at work as well as in our personal lives. Developing expertise in
asking the best questions often yields a high ‘return on investment’; it empowers more
successful communication, decision-making, problem-solving, and innovation. The best
results really do begin with the best questions.
This “teach them to fish” workshop is dynamic, enlightening, and very practical. You’ll learn
easy-to-apply methods for changing your questions simply and strategically, discover the
effectiveness of asking questions versus giving advice, and gain confidence in asking and
responding to questions.
Skills and tools taught in the workshop include how to think with questions, called Question
Thinking (QT), the Choice Map, Learner and Judger mindsets, and Q-Storming®, a QT
practice that often produces breakthroughs in possibilities and results. You’ll discover how to
transform limiting, “troublemaker” questions into positive, productive ones as well as how
the QT work strengthens emotional intelligence. Most importantly, you’ll be able to apply
what you learn to make an immediate and positive difference in getting the results you
want.
You are welcome to download a free copy of the Choice Map, a powerful
guide for changing your questions, from www.InquiryInstitute.com.
Location & Dates: see details on website
Time: Workshop: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.; Follow-up teleseminar TBA
Tuition:
$495; includes workshop materials
For whom: Coaches, managers, leaders, educators, clergy, mediators, counselors, consultants
To Register: http://www.inquiryinstitute.com/teleseminars.htm or email Kim@InquiryInstitute.com
or call 609-499-3158 for registration and/or more information about the workshop or additional dates.

“The response of the Executive Team to your workshop was overwhelmingly positive. We
are now rolling your book out to our leadership teams at the unit level and expect greater
productivity and improved satisfaction for both staff and patients.”
-- Marnie Escaf, Executive Director, Toronto General Hospital

“It was through the use of Dr. Adams question tools that I was able to successfully reach a
meaningful resolution on a highly controversial project…. shifting people from their
adversarial roles to being solution-oriented and to co-creating a shared community.”—
Tracey Pilkerton Cairnie, President of CoreVision, LLC, Mediator, Coach, Adjunct Professor

Questions push us into new territories. The future begins with our thinking, represented by the questions we ask ourselves."Change
Your Questions, Change Your Life" shows readers how to consistently choose the questions that can lead them to success, both
personally and professionally. This technique, called "QuestionsThinking," stimulates innovation, accelerate productivity, and create
more rewarding relationships. "Change Your Questions, Change Your Life" is a personal growth fable that tells how a seasoned
executive, Ben Knight, uses QuestionThinking to move in

